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Meteorite’s origin
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Small bodies continuously bombard
the Earth’s atmosphere.

According to NASA's CNEOS data
center, there is an event detectable by
military satellites on average every
two weeks, with a mean diameter of
about 1-2 m.

About 9.8% of the events belong to
Jupiter Family Comets, while 85.5%
have a Tisserand parameter with
respect to Jupiter, typical of asteroid
orbits.

There are no known meteorites of
cometary origin.
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Meteorite’s progenitor bodies are unknown

▪ Meteorites originate from the asteroid
population, but it is difficult to identify
which are the progenitors. The asteroid
Vesta and meteorites of the HED
(Howardite-Eucrite-Diogenite) type are
notable exceptions.

▪ The progenitor bodies of the ordinary
chondrites (OC) which make up about 80%
of the falls, are S-type asteroids, but they
are not yet identified with certainty. OCs
must have originated from at least three
progenitor bodies to explain the presence
of chondrites of type H (42.5% of the OCs), L
(46.2%) and LL (11.3%) according to the
decreasing content of iron and metals.
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Meteorites from Main-Belt
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According to the current paradigm, the
progenitor meteoroids of meteorites were
formed millions of years ago following
collisions between main-belt asteroids that
created asteroid families.

Subsequently, due to the mean-motion orbital
resonances with Jupiter and the Yarkovsky
effect, they were placed on near-Earth-type
orbits, which led them to fall on Earth.

(1) The prominent Flora family in the inner
part of the main belt is a good candidate to be
the origin of rare LL-type ordinary chondrites.

(2) S-type asteroid (6) Hebe, located adjacent
to 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter, is
the probable source of H-type OC.



Meteorite orbits are rare
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There are only about 45 known orbits of meteorite-associated
meteoroids, a very small fraction of the meteorites collected
on the Earth, about 1/1500.
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Why not meteorites from NEAs?
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It cannot be excluded that a part of the meteorites
originates directly from the dynamic population of the
near-Earth asteroids (NEAs). Possible formation
mechanisms:

(1) Collisions with smaller NEAs.

(2) Thermal fragmentation (Phaethon).

(3) Partial rotational disaggregation of rubble piles
due to the YORP effect (binary, pairs).

(4) Tidal disruption of rubble piles during flyby with
planets.

(5) Sublimation of small reserves of volatile materials.



Cavezzo meteoroid: orbit with minimum DN value
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▪ Cavezzo’s orbit is compatible with the orbit of one 
object only among currently known NEOs: 2013 VC10

A dissimilarity criterion is used to search for a
connection between the observed orbits of the
meteors and the progenitor body.

DN depends on four geocentric quantities directly
related to the observations:
(1) U, the geocentric speed of the body.
(2) The angles θ and φ are directly related to the
radiant.
(3) λ, the heliocentric longitude of the Earth at
the encounter with the meteor.



The true geocentric all-sky radiants distribution for 
NEAs and meteorites
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List of meteorites with an associated
NEA with DN ≤ 0.06.



In search of a common origin
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For NEA orbits, the most important gravitational
perturbations of the time-averaged disturbing function can
be secular, i.e. independent of the average longitude on
the orbit, resonant like those that give rise to Kirkwood
gaps, or short-term if they cannot be classified into the first
two types.

Secular perturbations act on a time scale of thousands of
years, and can be seen in the values of the longitude of the
perihelion and the ascending node, which can increase or
decrease linearly over time and in those of the eccentricity
and inclination, which instead oscillate almost sinusoidally.
The semi-major axis remains constant under secular
perturbations.

To understand whether it is possible to determine a
candidate age for the separation between the meteorite
and the proposed parent body, we searched for
convergence events involving a small relative velocity and a
small distance between the two objects.



Pribram (1957) – Neuschwanstein (2002)
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In the case of Pribram and Neuschwanstein, the age of separation from the asteroid 482488 appears similar, -20/-30 kyr, so they were probably
born in the same impact event. The cosmic-ray exposure times of the two meteorites are different (12 Myr Pribram, 48 Myr Neuschwanstein),
but this does not prevent them from having a common origin. Most likely 482488, considering the diameter, is a rubble pile asteroid as Bennu,
made up of blocks with very different and complex exposure histories.



Motopi Pan (2018 LA)
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Two concentrations appear between 0 and -5 kyr
and at around -30 kyr of evolution, however, their
statistics are poor.

Overall, only a few per cent of minima are
achieved after roughly 50 kyr of dynamical
evolution, and therefore we could only conclude
that the separation event most likely happened in
the last 50 kyr.

Also for Motopi Pan the cosmic-ray exposure time
is high and estimated to be 19.2  2.4 Myr.



Results: separation age for pairs meteorites-NEA
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The orbital evolution of 20 pairs was studied starting from the
time of the fall and going back in time.
To account for the greater uncertainty of meteorite orbital
elements with respect to NEAs, a population of 5000 clones was
used for each meteorite. Results:

(1) For 12 of these potential pairs, concentrations of distance
minima were found in the phase space formed by the MOID of
the orbits and by the relative speed at MOID.

(2) The minimum MOID between the orbits is around 10-4 au
(15000 km), while the relative velocity is about 1 km/s.

(3) Time scales of the order of tens of thousands of years
(10000 yr) for the NEA-meteorite separation time.

(4) The relative speed of about 1 km/s suggests that collision
events separated the meteorite from the parent NEA.



Collision frequency between little NEAs is compatible 
with NEA-meteorite separation time
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Based on a simple NEA-in-the-
box model, it is reasonable to
expect times of the order of
ten thousand years between
collisions of NEAs of the order
of 100 m in diameter and
much smaller NEAs of the
order of 2 m in diameter, in
good agreement with what
we found.



Conclusions
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(1) It seems reasonable to assume that the population of micro-NEAs collide with
small NEAs, generating a part of the meteorites found on Earth.

(2) Our starting sample consisted of 38 meteorites, but only 10 of them appear
associated with a known NEA, which means that about 10/38  25% of the
meteorites probably originate directly in the NEA population, mainly from little
collision events in the inner Solar System, rather than from asteroid collisions in
the main belt.

(3) In summary, the collisions that occur in the main belt can also continue to
occur between the NEAs, generating a minority part of the meteorites that we
find on Earth.
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